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The present Extra Issue collects and presents the results of the third 
“Toward a Philosophy of Co-existence: A Dialogue with Iran-Islam” 
international symposium held on December 13, 2014, in the Inoue Enryō 
Memorial Hall of Building 5 on Toyo University’s Main (Hakusan) Campus 
and made possible through the sponsorship of 3rd Unit of the International 
Research Center for Philosophy (IRCP). This third symposium’s subtheme 
was “The Philosophy of Co-existence by Izutsu Toshihiko,” and this volume 
also includes a paper on Izutsu. The first outing of this ongoing “A Dialogue 
with Iran-Islam” symposium series was held November 6, 2012, at Toyo 
University, which provided the opportunity to introduce Iranian thought to 
Japan, where it is generally not well known. The second gathering took place 
the following year at Iran’s Academy of Sciences, where participants took up 
such facets of Japanese and Buddhist thought as the philosophy of Nishida 
Kitarō and the essence of early Buddhism. In recent years, Izutsu has seen a 
kind of trend in popularity, perhaps set into motion by the hundredth 
anniversary of his birth in 2014, with numerous works published about both 
the man and his thought. Many of these have been journalistic, but those of a 
more scholarly nature have attracted a great deal of interest from specialist 
domains. Our activities are clearly separate from these two approaches. The 
work of IRCP 3rd Unit began as an attempt to carry on a philosophical spirit 
whose foundation originally rests with this philosopher Izutsu; the goal has 
been to construct the spiritually “Oriental philosophy” that he envisioned. 
Furthermore, the very act of discussing Izutsu’s thought in connection with 
Iran—the cradle of his philosophy, just as it had been for that of his friend 
and mentor Henry Corbin—has been very important for us. Three 
presentations were made in this third symposium, each with a different 
perspective on Izutsu, drawing out to a certain extent the diversity contained 
in his thought. Naturally, it goes without saying that this event was merely 
the first step in a joint Japanese–Iranian effort to work on the philosophies of 
Izutsu that underpin all of our work, and will continue to be the object of 
further scrutiny to come. As already noted, the records of the symposium are 
accompanied by a discussion of Izutsu’s linguistics, offered by IRCP visiting 
researcher ONO Jun’ichi. 
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